No-Sew Sock Bunny

Link for credit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU1gAK4RhFA

For this project, you will need the following:

- 1 tall sock
- rice
- scissors
- roll of tape
- twine
- ribbon
- permanent marker
- rubber band

Instructions:

1. Roll the top of the sock around your roll of tape to hold open the sock while you fill it with rice. Fill your sock with rice. You want the sock to be 2/3 full of rice.
2. Tie off at the top of the rice line with the rubber band. Tie this off with twine right near the rubber band. Remove the rubber band by untwisting or cutting it out.
3. Portion/sculpt out where you want the body and head. Tie a piece of twine around the sock to create two portions – the body and the head. (Keep in mind these sections should be full of rice).
4. Next use scissors to cut horizontally to trim the ‘ears’ to the length you want. Then cut down into the sock to create 2 separate ears. Give them a trim to shape them into ears if you would like – it is all personal preference from here.
5. Tie a ribbon around the neck for a nice finishing touch and draw in the face for your bunny. Suggestion: use a small x for the nose and dots for eyes.